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Some quick facts:
• 79% of Australian adults use social media, 59% of them every 

day [1]
• 74% of all Australian adults use Facebook, on average for 10 

hrs a week [1]

My key message today: 
A toxic online environment is not an “online problem” that 
can be divorced from the “real world” and left to “those 
technology people”. Nor is it a problem that can be tackled 
without technological expertise. It is a societal problem 
needed an integrated response. We must solve this together.

The solution requires all of us



THE PROBLEM



“Hate 2.0”
• First identified in 2008 through “antisemitism 2.0”[2]
• Normalizes hate speech as an accepted part of the fabric of the 

social media world
• Not creating bigots so much as bystanders willing to accept & 

defend the bigotry of others in their group
• It fosters rejection of the ideas of “opposing bigotry”, 

“supporting social cohesion” and “supporting multiculturalism” 
as values defining our identity / group membership



Problem case study: MangoGate [3]
• This years NSW HSC English Exam with a poem by an 

Indigenous author
• A Facebook group of 70,000 HSC students student
• 1,000 posted or “engaged” with racist memes
• Others largely accepted the posts, as they had done with 

homophobic posts during the postal survey
• What they wouldn’t accept was criticism of their group, 

or even those in the group engaging in racism, by in the 
media

• Racism and bigotry is acceptable, criticism of people for 
engaging in racism or bigotry is not



The implications of this toxic environment
• This value shift is not contained online and impacts discussion with 

family, in the work place, in education etc.
• Messages of hate become the environment of the online world [4] and 

are also embedded in fabric of real world society [5]
• Jeremy Waldron explains these messages as either:[5]

– To targets: ‘[d]on’t be fooled into thinking you are welcome here’
– Or to the rest of society: ‘[w]e know some of you agree that these people are 

not wanted here... know that you are not alone... there are enough of us 
around to make sure these people are not welcome... [and] to draw attention 
to what these people are really like’.

• These messages, and their embedding in the environment, 
destroy resilience and community cohesion



TACKLING THE PROBLEM



Traditional approach
• Geographically constrained
• Tackled without technical expertise
• Left to technology companies despite their 

fundamental conflict of interests
• Progress blocked when technology companies speak 

as experts saying nothing can be done



A Decade of Progress with a new approach 
Year Event

2007 Work started on antisemitism 2.0 

2008 GFCA and publication of Antisemitism 2.0

2009 GFCA Working Group formed and set creating metrics as a key future challenge

2010 Created the Community Internet Engagement Project to meet the challenge

2011 “Fight Against Hate” solution to the metrics challenge presented to GFCA WG

2012 CIE Project spun off to become OHPI - an independent charity preventing harm 
from all forms of hate; YouTube report; Aboriginal Memes Report

2013 Antisemitism on Facebook Report, Islamphobia on Facebook report

2014 Fight Against Hate reporting tool launched; focus on briefings

2015 Measuring Antisemitism interim report (Facebook, YouTube Twitter); 
Responsible free speech report (private funding runs out)

2016 Measuring anti-Muslim hate interim report (mostly Facebook, but also YouTube 
and Twitter); Measuring Antisemitism final report (Facebook, YouTube Twitter); 
Creation of CSI-CHAT analysis tool. (Government funding runs out)

2017 Fight Against Hate redesigned by students (Running at minimum operating level)



CASE STUDY 1:
THEMATIC REPORTS





CASE STUDY 2: 
FIGHT AGAINST HATE
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Examples of statistics that become available
• Items reported over time
• Increase in items by social media platform
• Trends over time by hate type
• Time taken to remove items
• Average time to remove item by platform
• Trends in reports by state/country
• Responsiveness by platform



CASE STUDY 3: 
EMPIRICAL REPORTS



Spotlight on Anti-Muslim Hate Report
Based on a sample of 1111 Items of Anti-Muslim Hate Speech

Muslims as a cultural threat, 33%

Demonising Muslims, 17%
Muslims as a security risk, 19%

Inciting anti-Muslim 
violence, 9%

Xenophobia / 
anti-refugee, 7%

Muslims as dishonest, 3%

Undermining Muslim allies, 5%

Socially excluding Muslims, 3%
Other anti-Muslim hate, 4%

Anti-Muslim hate classification subtypes



69%

31%

Demonising Muslims
(Facebook)

online

offline

94%

6%

Xenophobia / anti-refugee
(Facebook)

online

offline

80%

20%

Muslims as a security risk
(Facebook)

online

offline

Take down rates so far

Spotlight on Anti-Muslim Hate Report

These items have been reported to the platforms through the usual reporting mechanisms. 
We will be offering senior management the list we are using, and allow them time to review 
the items, before publishing the final report.



23%

41%

36%

Antisemitism
by social media platform

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

5%

12%

49%

34%

Antisemitism
by classification sub-types

Promoting violence
against Jews

Holocaust denial

Traditional antisemitism
(not Israel-related)

New antisemitism
(Israel-related)

Sample size: 2024 items



We see that different kinds of  Antisemitism are more prevalent on different 
platforms. Prevalence is  a combination of  what users upload, and what 
action the platform is taking to remove such content.

16

27
72

Promoting violence against Jews

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

42

105

44

Holocaust denial

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

214

253

120

New antisemitism

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

137

433

167

Traditional antisemitism

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter



Removal Rates

e.g. Removal of Holocaust Denial

Facebook:  58%
Twitter: 20%
YouTube: 10%



CASE STUDY 4: 
COMMUNITY AND CAMPAIGNS



The Facebook Page
• Over 24,000 supporters
• A “No Platform” policy banning people from 

problematic groups and creating a safe space
• Used to encourage engagement in campaigns (not 

just sharing of information)
– Briefings
– Major campaigns



Briefings



Major campaigns
• Other organisations invited to partner on these
• The aim is to activate the public and collect data
• The end result is an empirical report





Live updates during a campaign



CASE STUDY 4: 
LIVE REPORTING



Live reporting
• We often attend events and share pictures and video live 

via our page 
• This allows more people to feel a part of these positive 

activities
• It directly undermines the messages of hate and helps to 

improve resilience
• It leverages both our online capability and other 

organisations real world ability to convene in person

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/onlinehate
• Twitter: @onlinehate

http://www.facebook.com/onlinehate


MEASURING IMPACT



• Fight Against Hate
– Launched by Paul Fletcher MP on behalf of then federal 

Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull MP
– Cited in 2 UNESCO reports as an innovative tool to tackle 

hate speech
– Presented at the UN in NY, to international bodies, 

endorsed by the GFCA
– Successfully used to create the two major empirical 

reports (antisemitism and anti-Muslim hate)



• Facebook group
– 24,000 is a large Facebook group, about 25% the size of 

the Australian Human Rights Commission’s page (despite 
huge differences in budget, staffing & government status)

– Some posts have very high levels of engagement
• Reports

– Cited in parliamentary reports, UNESCO reports, a recent 
Special Rapporteur’s report to the UN Human Rights 
Commission

– Changes to software of social media companies based on 
recommendations in our reports



• Briefings
– A significant number of the items we focus on come down
– Good engagement numbers

Year Number of 
Briefings

Total Likes / 
Shares

2014 32 8,800
2015 45 29,800
2016 84 39,217



The real impact
• By tackling all forms of hate through one organisation 

and in one community it shows that the affect group is 
not separate from society but part of it
– Increases targeted groups resilience by undermining the 

messages of hate 
• Our message is they are welcome and we will stand with them
• While they may be the targeted minority now, they are invited to be 

part of the majority in standing up with against hate targeting others
– Increases individuals resilience by giving them reporting as 

an empowering and practical action
– Empowers people to support different groups, strengthening 

community cohesion when it is needed most



THE NEXT STEP....



The new software
(released early 2018)
1. A reporting form embedded on 

organisation’s own websites
2. Enabling more people to gather data 

from the public & see what they collect



3. An advanced analysis tool 
connects to this data and 
enables data sharing as well 
as working with the data
(a) Incident Reports
(b) Trend analysis
(c) Categorization
(d) Annotation

Designed for researchers, 
human rights agencies, police 
and community groups



The challenge… working together
• The problem of Hate 2.0 is growing. 
• It is destroying people’s resilience and that of 

communities and it is ripping the social cohesion of 
society apart. 

• We need to stand together to tackle this toxic 
environment. 

• We need to overcome the technological barriers. 
• We need to unite bringing all of our strengths 

together, sharing best practice and enabling others.
• Only then will we see toxic tide turn.
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Contact details
• Website: ohpi.org.au
• Twitter: @oboler / @onlinehate
• Facebook: facebook.com/onlinehate
• E-mail: ceo@ohpi.org.au

mailto:ceo@ohpi.org.au
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